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About This Game

War of Beach is a strategy game in which you are to rule your own Island-State.
As the ruler of your island, you are to plan your economy and optimize the layout of your island.

Be careful though, some people might not like your success.
Don`t let your guard down. Wealth will always attract enemies.

Prepare your defense for anything that might try to invade your island.
While you’re at it, you might wish to retaliate with an army of yours.

Why not pay them a visit?

Game Features

- Create your own island and plan its defenses
- Plan, manage and improve your economy

- Choose from a variety of defensive buildings and different troop types.
- Defend yourself from other players or start raiding them

- Skill will be more valuable than anything else
- Achievement system

- Explore your island and its surroundings
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Publisher:
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Absolutly great game for so cheap! Would recomend for anybody. 10\/10. I didn't write too many reviews of games yet, but I'll
put my thoughts into order for this one:

What started out with paralells to "Through the Woods" quickly evolved from a walking simulator to a first person puzzle game.
You still find snippets of journals/letters, but part of the story is also acted out vocally, which makes the characters more
relatable than just plain text.

Visually the scenes convey mostly calmness, a bit of lonelyness and at points coldness, until you light the lamps/candles all
around (seriously, there are hundreds of them XD). Also stylewise the game was pretty well realized, to be close to realistic, but
not in a way that makes some other games' textures look like imported photos.
The ambience is subtle, calm, soothing, always there, but never really diverting your attention from the task at hand.

The puzzles come in multiple varieties, some repeat, but many are unique. Those unique puzzles can be a bit harder, not only
needing one layer, but two layers of hints, which you can get from journals, letters, environment etc.
I really liked that you could "revisit" most of the gameworld, even at a later stage, just to see, if you happened to miss anything
(or experience the place in a different light), since in many games you are just pushed down a linear path and never get to catch
up on collectibles you missed, unless you started an old savefile or from chapter selection.

Overall, it was a fun and at times, challenging trip, with some very interesting characters.
Also the soundtrack will be part of my work playlist now :D. Cannot get this to load.. has sound but comes up with error - failed
to load plugins. Not worth trying to mess with.. Very nice hex and counter game. Supply is important and after you get used to
supply and how to switch units things start flowing better. Can't wait to edit an alternative world map.. A good game if you have
gosu micro like me.. This is the review of release 0.10ea. Things can and will be changed, will update this with a new release.

I can see a lot of potential in this game, but don't expect a fun game yet. There are a lot of bugs I've found with only playing 15
minutes.

+ Potential
+ Music
+ Feeling

- Changing resolution while playing makes the world disapear, only tiles, players, trees and the HUD is still visible.
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- Changing resolution doesn't redraw the HUD, but will change the position for the mouse.
- Changing resolution makes cards black and unable to use them.
- Some route choices are really difficult to make because there is something in the way (tree or hill). I couldnt find a way to
show the whole map.

Is this game worth buying? At the moment, no just leave it on the shelf unless you want to help the developer make it better. In
my eyes this game has a lot of potential, but it just isn't that much fun yet.

EDIT:
Within 12 hours of posting this review Chickenbuilds contacted me to get the specs of my PC so he could find and solve the
problem. I've full trust that this game will reach its full potential one day.. Another epic shooting game.
I would definitely recommend the game to all gamers who are interested in shooting games!

Pros: Well balanced stage design and character skills.
  Nice art and design, especially for boss.
  Interesting design of the diffuculty structure (different difficulty has some different stages and features)
  Leaderboard reminds me of arcades.
  The difficulty design fits games' learning curve.
  Danmoku is not as crazy as some well-known games but definitely well designed and chanllenging!

Cons: Some minor bugs or problems, the team keeps fixing those with patches.
. There is a lot to like about this game, but there is also a lot to hate;
-Nigh on impossible to move things in the HO scenes. ncredibly frustrating and unintuitive.
-Figures looked awful. Maybe just not use people if they're going to look that bad. The scenery was gorgeous so it just made
everything look inferior to have such awkward figures amongst the backgrounds.
-Music begins to grate.
-Sometimes it was impossible to work out what you were supposed to do.
-Some items/puzzles were unlikely to be found withut hints.
-Manic laughter after each puzzle got old very quickly.

The good;
-I liked the hint system where it takes you to the place.
-Really pretty game.
-Interesting story.
-Unique ideas.. not worth it!
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Cant play with Xbox 360 controller; calibration sticks shows off the box inputs. Unplayable.. won't even load...... Well made
wave shooter with unique visuals. The difficulty is ridiculous though, it feels impossible to beat the final encounter even on
easy. Doesn't help that there are no laser sights or crosshairs, and the projectiles don't actually go where the gun barrel is
pointed.. Terrible game.. Fun puzzle game centered around speedsolving and solving efficiently. Scoreboard takes the average
of five consecutive solves to remove some luck from the solves and encouraging finding better algorithms. Easy to use
workshop with levels made in XML. Easily worth $0.99 if you enjoy twitsty puzzles. Ah... the old days. Putting the game disk in
my old Playstation one, then later, my old (still working) Playstation 2. This is a game I remember fondly as one of the best
platformers I've ever played.

To put it simply: This is a game I would play, time and again, just because it's fun. It's nice that I can have it on Steam because
the old disk is now practically done for, after almost 2 decades of service!

While this is almost the exact same game on PC as it is on PSX, there's the different music (one track I do not recognize
because it wasn't from the PSX version), the different controls that took some time getting used to (wish I could remap the
controls to something more favorable), and lack of an options menu in the main menu also threw me off.

But there's the levels themselves, still beautiful in my eyes thanks to nostalgia. The fun of becoming a frog that belly-slams
weird mushroom guys, a rhino that teaches those desert-bull things a lesson, even becoming a fire-breathing dragon that toasts
flying shark-torpedos!

So don't like the recorded hours fool you, I've played this game in upwards of hundreds of hours, possibly even a thousand by
now! If you love platformer games, you owe it to yourself to play this classic someday!

10/10: I will never regret playing this game.

P.S.: Have fun trying to find all the Heart Containers without guides or help.. I seriously don't get the relation to the title...
Rise of the ancients?
Okay anyways a pretty average game all in all not much to describe about it. Awesome game!

Pro's:
- Great story
- Coolest intro ever
- Stupidest SFX's in the world
- Alot humor

Con's:
- Sometimes inaccurate
- Levels makes me suicidal +1. Positives
+Worth the price
+Interesting story and world
+The light management elements are fun

Neutral
Very Short

Cons
-Can become very repetitive even in 1 hour of gameplay.

This game is definetly worth the 3$ I played for about an hour unlocking everything and enjoy the experience.. The graphics are
neat, but the gameplay is bad.

This isn't a good clicker game, as you can't interact during the fights (besides leaving the fight) and almost all your clicks will be
used to distribute stat points: you have hundreds of then, and you can't put two of them in a row on the same stat for some
reason, so get ready for clicking once on Defense, then once on HP, then rinse and repeat a hundred times.
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This isn't a good idle game, as there is no infinite farm level, no way to auto-enter levels, and in general no way to gain some
progress automatically: if you don't manually send your hero to a level when he's done, you'll just waste time.

The strategy elements are incredibly lacking: you have 10 skills (all passive), but you'll max out all the good ones in a couple
reincarnations and you'll max out all of them shortly after, the equipment you receive does not really allow for any specific
build, and of your 5 main stats only HP and Defense are worth considering until the very late game.
The addition of princesses as battle helpers did not change that, as they only have 3 stats, one of them being nearly useless (Crit)
means you are forced to spread points between the other two (again, can't put two points in a row in the same stat because
♥♥♥♥ you).

The grinding elements are lacking too: very limited inventory space, no auto trashing of low quality items, stats cap out
relatively early (way too soon to get you through the end game without some lucky equipment drops), items of low quality can
be much better than rarer items thanks to poorly designed % bonuses, no ability to save your stat point loadout to avoid
hundreds of clicks on each reincarnation, and no side-games, minigames, meta upgrades or any alternative path to progress.

On top of that, the current final boss is literally unbeatable: I mean that as, I had maxed out stats, maxed out princesses (every
single one of them), some of the best possible equipment farmed in the second hardest level in the game, and I could not even
see his health bar move before I got instakilled, so I gave myself almost 10 times higher stats via cheats and I could still not
make a dent in his health given his insane hp regeneration.

Cherry on the cake, there's a few nasty bugs that might delete your items or force you to delete your save data.

Basically, buy this if you feel like spending a dollar to look at some pretty drawings.

Edit: apparently the final boss can be beaten if you get really good RNG on his hit rolls and farm near-perfect gear, I personally
have not been able to reproduce this legitimately over 100-ish tries (thank god for speedhacks).
This final boss drops obscenely good gear that makes said final boss actually beatable without godlike luck, because of course it
does.
That and the developer answer make it look like the dev team doesn't even understands what difficulty is: difficulty is giving the
player a challenge to overcome, not giving them a roulette to spin endlessly until all RNG rolls line up and the player can then
spin a different roulette with bigger numbers on it.
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